
NORTH-EX PUBLIC SCHOOL, JAIN NAGAR 

SUMMER BREAK ASSIGNMENT, 2018-19 

  CLASS- IX 

 

ENGLISH 
 
Q. 1. Find 50 difficult words from your English  Supplementary Reader - 'Moments ' 

 Check their meanings from dictionary and write in your notebooks. 

Q. 2. A lesson – giving thought is given at the end of every chapter in your English  

 textbook – 'Beehive'. Write all those thoughts in your notebooks along with  the 

 names of those personalities who wrote them. 

Q. 3. Write any five poems, along with poet's name, you love to read, in your 

 notebooks. Write it in a beautiful manner, you can take the help of 

 illustrations for decoration.  

Q. 4. Describe 'Tenses' along with all the rules, write two examples for every type of 

 Tense. You can use tabular form to illustrate 'Tenses' more effectively. 

Q. 5. On a chart – paper, write about any 10 Yogasanas and their benefits. You can 

 draw various yogic - postures or  paste picture to make your chart captivating.  

MATHS 
Instructions :- All sums should be done in Maths test Register and activity in activity file. 

1. Learn and write algebraic identities. 

2. Solve sums of viva – voice question of Lab activities 1 to 11 in lab activity book. 

3. Construct a spiral of Square root of 2,3,4,5. ( √2 , √3 , √4  ,√5 )  

4. Do Lab Activity 7,8,9 pg – 34 to 44 in activity file. 

5. Solve the following sums. 

(i) Evalute 𝑥6 – 𝑦6  

(ii) Find the value of 233 – 173  

(iii) If x = 2 + √3 , find the value of 𝑥2 + 
1

𝑥2  

(iv) Express 16. 712 in the form of 
𝑝

𝑞
 ,where p and q are integers, q ≠0. 

(v) Revise ch – 1 to 4 and Do practice. 

 
SOCIAL SCIENCE 

1. Describe the features of the constitution of 1791 drafted by the national assembly? 

2. Discuss the longitutional divisions of Himalaya of the region from west to east. 

3. Describe the main features of the production of the constitution of India. 

4. What is the aim of production ? Describe its requirements? 

5. Maintain a project on disaster management in project file. 



In which sequence of pages are as follows: 

a.Acknowledment 

b.Index 

c.Define disaster and Types of disaster 

d.Cause of drought 

e.Extent of damage to agriculture 

f.who is responsible 

g.steps taken by the govt.to  combat drought 

h.organisation working to help the farmer 

i.lesson learnt 

j. Do’s and don’t  for next time to avoid disaster 

k. bibliography (sources of information) 

l. conclusion 

note : maps, pictures, graph are used in the project 

A4 size used for making project 

 

SCIENCE  

1. A bus starting from rest moves with a uniform acceleration of 0.1 ms-2 for two minutes. Find (a) the speed 
acquired, (b) the distance travelled. 

2. What is the acceleration produced by a force of 12 newton exerted on an object of mass 3 kg? 
3. (a) With the help of a graph, derive the relation v2 – u2 =2as. 

(b) A motorcyclist drives from A to B with a uniform speed of 30kmh-1 and return back with a speed of  20 kmh-1. 
Find its average speed. 

4. A stone is dropped from the top of a 40 m high tower. Calculate its speed after 2 s. also find the speed with 
which the stone strikes the ground. 

5. An object experiences a net external unbalanced force. Is it possible for the object to be moving with a non-zero 
velocity? If yes, state the conditions that must be placed on the magnitude and direction of the velocity. If no, 
provide a reason. 

6. During an activity, teacher told in the class that fruit is green when unripe, but become beautifully coloured 

when ripe. 

Answer the following questions:- 

i) How does this change occur? 

ii) What is the importance of this change? 

iii) Does colour change appears in flowers also? 

7. Ishita observed a slide of eukaryotic cell under electron microscope. She compained that it contained structures 

showing rough even surface. 

i) Name the organelle observed by Ishita. 

ii) Why did she complain about rough surface? 

iii) What is the function of this organelle? 

iv) What values are shown by Ishita? 

8. Under certain circumstances squamous epithelium is known as stratified squamous epithelium. Justify. 

9. Make a 3D model of 

i)  Plant Cell ( Roll No – 1 to 15 ) 

ii) Animal Cell ( Roll No – 16 to 30 ) 

10. Draw a labeled diagram of the experimental setup to demonstrate the sublimation of Ammonium chloride. 

 



11. When water is cooled to a temperature X, it gets converted into ice at temperature X by a process called P. 

And when ice at temperature X is warmed, it gets reconverted into water at the same temperature X in a 

process called Q.  

(a) What is the value of temperature X in Kelvin? 

(b) What is the process P known as? 

(c) What is the name of energy released during process P and Q? 

(d) What is the process Q known as? 

 

12. If the back of your hand is moisten with alcohol, you will find that it rapidly becomes dry. Why is it that while it is 

drying your hand feels cool? 

 

FIT 

Q1. Prepare a chart on anyone of the following topics: 
(a) Different types of computers  
(b) Features of a computer 
(c) Input Devices and Output devices 

Use your creativity to beautify the chart. 
Q2. Prepare a project report on the topic : Different types of software. Submit a printed copy of the same. 
Q3.  Revise Chapter – 1, 2, 3 for the upcoming periodic test. 
 

ARTS 

TREASURE OF ART 

1. Draw and color on  page no 18 on A3 size sheet. 

2.  Draw and color on page no 75 on A3 size sheet. 

3. Take big pastel sheet. Draw, decorate , color , attractive one welcome poster with 

margin.  

CRAFT 

1. Make a big painting of Radha Krishan (page no 76) . ( Roll no 1 to 15) 

2. Flower Bouquet:- ( Roll No 16 onwards ) 

a) Make five different flowers with duplex paper. 

b) Arrange them in bouquet style. 

c) Total flower with leaf – 10.  

NOTE : Search on Google Images 
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